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Abstract

Purpose: Failure of a critical reinforced concrete beam due to fatigue can have severe safety
and production consequences, and preventative repair/replacement of such a beam is expensive.
It would therefore be beneficial if repair/replacement can be done based on an accurately and
conservatively predicted Remaining Useful Life (RUL). The purpose of this paper is to develop
such a model.

Design/methodology/approach: Condition based maintenance is a maintenance approach
that uses empirical/analytical models and a measurable condition to predict remaining useful
life. The P-F curve (condition-life) is a useful tool that can aid in making these decisions. A
model to create a P-F curve is developed using rebar fatigue test results (in the form of an S-N
curve) and the Palmgren-Miner law of damage accumulation. A Monte Carlo simulation with
statistical distributions is employed to provide confidence levels of RUL outputs.

Findings: An example of how the model can successfully be used in practice is shown in this
paper and a sensitivity study is performed leading to conclusions being drawn with regard to
damage tolerant design considerations.

Originality/value: If a critical reinforced concrete beam fails due to fatigue can have serious
consequences. This paper develops a model to help base repair/replacement decisions based
on accurately and conservatively predicted Remaining Useful Life (RUL). Financial and safety
benefits would be gained if this model would be used in practice.

1 Introduction

Reinforced concrete (RC) is a composite material that exploits the advantages of concrete
and steel, and mitigates their respective disadvantages. The advantages of concrete are that
it is easily molded into any shape, has a high compressive strength, and is relatively cheap.
However, concrete has a low tensile strength and cracks easily. The tensile strength is improved
by the addition of steel reinforcement. So, steel and concrete can effectively be combined to
build relatively cheap structural elements with high strength and flexible uses (Guo, 2014, p. 2).
Additionally, concrete also covers the steel to isolate it from the corrosive environment. Figure 1
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shows the side and sectional view of a simply supported beam of length L, breadth b, height
h, with two rebars and load P applied at two points with span s between them. The position
of the two reinforcements and the section view are also shown. In this configuration, the load
causes bending putting the reinforcements at the bottom in tension and concrete at the top in
compression.

Figure 1: Side and sectional view of a simply supported beam of length L, breadth b, height h,
with two rebars and load P applied at two points with span s between them

Reinforced concrete structures form the backbone of industrial, commercial and civil infras-
tructure. It is obvious and universally accepted that structural integrity is established through
the application of sound design practices and sustained through the application of sound main-
tenance practices. Due to the relatively long design lives and damage tolerant nature of RC
structures, in comparison to eg. machine structures and components, they have not been high
priority items from a maintenance point of view. However, much infrastructure is ageing and,
in many instances, already past these intended design life.

Ageing failure mechanisms for structures include corrosion, wear and fatigue. The most preva-
lent of these mechanisms in relation to RC structures, namely corrosion, is a widely explored
field, especially for coastal structures (Yi et al., 2011 and Chen & Alani, 2013). Fatigue and
wear, on the other hand, are not so widely explored so it is an avenue for further research. Also,
the understanding of fatigue in cementitious composites (such as reinforced concrete) is still
lacking (Lee & Barr, 2004). The present study therefore focusses on the fatigue mechanism.

Fatigue is the accumulation of damage due to fluctuating stress and can cause failure even if
the stress is below the yield strength of the material. The risk of fatigue failure has historically
been addressed during design by applying large safety factors, or more recently by defining the
dynamic loads in combination with the required life, as a limit state (limit state is a design
method covered later). However, in either case, structures subjected to significant high-cycle
dynamic loading, will have finite design lives, which, when exceeded, introduce the risk of
failure.

Examples of cases where reinforced concrete structures are subjected to fatigue include bridges,
cranes, stacks, crusher structures, and off-shore structures where traffic, movement of the crane,
wind loads, tipping/delivery of ore, and waves are the respective causes of cyclical loading.
Highway bridges, for example, have design lives of 120 years during which time up to 7 × 108

cycles of traffic induced stress may be applied. Offshore structures can have operational lives of
30 years during which time they will be subjected to more than 1× 108 cycles of stress caused
by the action of waves (Tilly, 1979).

For such structures, the risk of failures caused by ageing failure mechanisms can be high because
the consequences of failure could include significant collateral damage, as well as injury or death.
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Sound maintenance must be done to ensure the safety and integrity of structures and to avoid
plant downtime and cost of repair.

Maintenance approaches are generally divided into two categories: corrective and preventive
maintenance (Prajapati et al., 2012). Corrective maintenance involves merely running a com-
ponent to failure and replacing or repairing after failure. This is a reactive tactic, also known
as run-to-failure. For components with a more severe consequence of failure, preventive main-
tenance tactics are required. Preventive maintenance involves having a deeper understanding
of the component to do predictive calculations. Preventive maintenance tactics include time
based maintenance (TBM), when a component is replaced/repaired at a specific, predetermined
time in its life, disregarding the condition of the specific component and usage based mainte-
nance (UBM), when the repair/replacement depends on a chosen parameter such as tonnes,
rotations or kilometres. Time and usage based maintenance are based on historical trends.
When doing time or usage based maintenance, useful life could be lost due to premature repair
or replacement and in the case of RC structures, economic considerations often precludes these
approaches.

Condition based maintenance (CBM), on the other hand, recommends maintenance actions
based on information collected via condition monitoring (Campbell & Reyes-Picknell, 2015).
The advantage of CBM is that there is less loss of useful life due to premature action. How-
ever, a quantification of the Remaining Useful Life (RUL) of a structural member, based on
measurable condition parameters, is needed to implement CBM. The present study focusses on
the development of a Remaining Useful Life model for reinforced concrete beams subjected to
high-cycle fatigue.

2 Theory and Principles

2.1 Condition based maintenance

Condition based maintenance (CBM) is a maintenance approach that aims to minimize failures
and wasted life by making maintenance decisions based on the condition of a physical asset,
such as machines or a structural component. An example of this is the familiar decision about
when to charge a cellphone based on information about the remaining battery life.

A well-known curve that describes the behaviour of the condition towards failure is called the
P-F curve. Figure 2 shows an example of a P-F curve. The P-F curve is a plot of the measured
condition (such as crack length) against the life (such as cycles). Deteriorating condition,
caused by ageing mechanisms such as fatigue, wear and corrosion, is depicted by a descending
trend on the vertical axis. The curve shows the point of potential failure (P), where defects
are detectable. After the “P” point has been reached, the component’s condition will start to
deteriorate until failure (F) (or loss in function) occurs (Blann, 2013). Failure (or functional
failure) is a chosen condition representing what lowest tolerable condition. The time taken from
potential failure to degrade to failure is the P-F interval. The shape of this curve can either be
determined analytically or empirically (Prajapati et al., 2012).

The P-F interval is of most importance from a maintenance point of view. Inspection interval
optimisation, planning and decisions are based on this interval. A longer P-F interval is more
preferable (Blann, 2013). A few P-points can exist after the first P that indicate milestones
between the P and F point (for instance, showing when inspections were/should be done).

The P-F curve represents the trend of the condition as it approaches failure (Wessels, 2010).
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Figure 2: An example of a P-F curve

The P-F curve can only be created for a component with an ageing mechanism of failure i.e.
when the condition of a component degrades over time, and the P-F curve would only be useful
if the evidence of failure is measurable (Moubray, 1991, p. 116). The condition of the P-F curve
may be normalised, defining a condition of one as meaning new and zero as failure condition.
This is beneficial if different conditions of different components need to be compared or trended
together. The shape of a P-F curve is often determined analytically (such as with the Paris
law of crack growth (Paris et al., 1961)) and can often be a power law, meaning it takes an
exponential shape.

The P-F curve may be used to determine the Remaining Useful Life (RUL). The P-F curve
gives the whole trend of the condition towards failure, and the RUL is determined by looking
at the current condition and calculating the remaining life.

An example of CBM application is engine diagnostics based on monitoring the metal content
in engine oil (Wang et al., 2012). In this example, the failure mechanism is wear of the engine
and the measured condition is metal content in the oil. A P-F curve could be developed based
on lab experiments to determine the P-F interval. An overhaul of the engine should be done
when a specific metal content is reached.

2.2 Fatigue of reinforced concrete beams

Structures that were designed correctly (according to a code such as SANS 10100-1:2000 or
BS 8110-1:1997) will seldom fail due to static loading. The cause of such a failure would
probably be overloading. However, a repeated/cyclical load acting on a structure can cause
accumulation of damage, such as crack propagation, that can lead to fatigue failure.

A common way to present experimental results of fatigue tests is the S-N curve. The stress-life
(S-N) method is an empirical method that dates back to Wohler in 1860 where a simplified
equations such as Basquin’s power law (see Equation 1) is formulated by fitting it on test data
(Pugno et al., 2006). The test data are recorded failures. “Life” (N) could be operating hours,
or load cycles. The present study will always use N to be cycles. On a log-log scale, Basquin’s
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equation gives a straight line,
N = C(∆σ)m (1)

where C & m are the shape factors, and ∆σ is stress range.

Figure 8 is an example of an S-N curve. One can do a best fit on the data using Basquin’s
equation, then that line would be the mean of the data, which could be useful in some cases.
But if one knows how spread out the data is, statistical principles can be applied to give more
accuracy within a certain confidence interval.

Numerous S-N curves for rebar and RC beams exist, such as presented by Nagesh & Rao (2016).
Table 1 gives the relationships between number of cycles N and stress range ∆σ from various
authors. The mean cycles to failure at an arbitrary stress of 257 MPa is given for each equation
and the different S-N curves are shown in Figure 3.

Table 1: Fatigue life prediction equations

Author Equation N @ 257 MPa

BS 7608 (2014) logN = 14.0342− 3.5 log ∆σ 397 589
Helgason et al. (1976) logN = 6.969− 0.00555∆σ 348 859
Tilly & Moss (1982) N = 0.75× 1027∆σ−9 153 342
CEB-FIP Model Code (2010) N = 4.0841× 1017∆σ−5 364 276
Papakonstantinou et al. (2001) logN = 6.677− 0.00613∆σ 126 354
Tilly (1979) logN = 27.7− 8.858 log ∆σ 2 253 265

Figure 3: S-N Curves of RC beams from many authors

The S-N curve that will be used for rebar during this study is from Tilly (1979), because he
gave the spread of his data. However, it is important to note that any of these S-N curves could
have been used. Ideally, one would use experimental data of the specific batch of rebars used.
The equation for Tilly’s mean line is:

logN = log 27.7− 8.858 log ∆σ (2)

While the equation for Tilly’s 95.45 percentile line is:

logN = log 27.7− 8.858 log ∆σ + 2× SD (3)

where SD = 0.047.
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2.3 Flexural cracks as a condition of failure

The benefit of having a P-F curve based on the flexural crack is that it is external, so can be
easily measured or otherwise a clip gauge can be installed.

When the tensile stress in the concrete reaches its modulus of fracture, the concrete will start
cracking. As the crack propagates, the stress in the steel and concrete increases. Under service
loads, flexural members will normally be in this region. An exaggeration of this cracked state
is illustrated in Figure 4.

Flexural cracking is a likely occurrence and it does not necessarily detract from the load bearing
integrity of the structure (Carino & Clifton, 1995), because the concrete was not intended to
contribute to the tensile resistance during the design. Flexural cracks as a condition for failure
have been investigated and presented previously by Jokubaitis et al. (2013).

The issue that Jokubaitis et al. aimed to address was to determine whether the external loads
cause the tensile reinforcement to yield by looking at the flexural cracks. Yielding of the tensile
reinforcement, in their case, was treated as the start of failure. The state of tensile reinforce-
ment of flexural reinforced concrete structures was examined by observing the properties of
the flexural cracks. They applied fracture mechanics to determine the actual damage to the
structure by knowing only the measured height of the flexural crack.

Figure 4: Side and sectional view of a RC beam subjected to Flexural Bending in a cracked
state. The transformed steel area is also shown.

2.4 Examples of reinforced concrete beam life predicting models

Rocha & Brühwiler (2012) suggests a method to predict fatigue life of reinforced concrete
bridges using Fracture Mechanics. In summary, Paris’ law was used to model the crack growth
in the rebars. The constant values (C, m) were taken from other literature and a conservative
initial crack size was assumed. Using this method, they concluded that the beam in their case
study is safe with respect to the current and future loads.

This method cannot be used for CBM because it models the fracture mechanics of the rebars,
but the rebars are embedded inside the concrete, so it would be difficult to monitor the crack
size. This method would be useful if TBM is to be applied.

Similarly, Guo et al. (2019) suggest a method of predicting corrosion accelerated fatigue life
of a RC beam. They assume that corrosion creates an initial crack in the reinforcement and
then also uses fracture mechanics to calculate the crack growth. In this case, measuring the
condition is also difficult because the rebars are embedded in the concrete.

The present study aims to develop a method of predicting the life of RC beams by measuring
the external concrete crack depth.
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3 Development of a P-F curve for reinforced concrete

beams

This section covers the development of a P-F curve for RC beams with fatigue as the ageing
mechanism and flexural crack depth as the condition parameter. The curve is not deterministic
but includes a random number of cycles to failure. The model is based on a curve of crack
growth as a function of load cycles. Inverting and normalising this curve to show condition as
a percentage produces a P-F curve.

The curve is proposed based on the following assumptions: the rebars fail sequentially (instead
of all at once), flexural crack depth can be used as a measurable condition of failure, and the
flexural crack grows uniformly over the width of the section of the beam. It has previously been
reported that the rebars in a RC beam that is subjected to fatigue fail sequentially (JSCE 2007,
p. 236) and Jokubaitis et al. (2013) previously used crack depth as a condition for failure. The
first 2 assumptions are thus reasonable assumptions. The last assumption is a limitation of the
model.

Figure 5 shows a graph of concrete crack growth over number of load cycles of a RC beam with
four rebars.

Crack depth 
(CD)

Number of cycles
(N)

1st rebar 
fracture

1st neutral 
axis

2nd neutral 
axis

3rd & 4th

rebar 
fracture
(𝜎𝑠 > 𝜎𝑢𝑡)

Concrete crack growth curve 
for RC beams

2nd rebar 
fracture

3rd neutral 
axis

Figure 5: The proposed concrete crack growth curve for a RC beam with four rebars.

Once the load starts being applied, a concrete crack forms instantly to the depth of the neutral
axis (NA) where the concrete at the top is in compression and the rebars are in tension.

The NA is calculated by using the proportional sum of areas as in Equation 4:

NA =
y1A1 + y2A2

A1 + A2

(4)
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Figure 6: The section view of a beam with transformed steel area.

Where y2 is the height of the rebars from the bottom (See Figure 6),

A1 =b(h−NA) (5)

And,

A2 =num× Es

Ec

× πD2

4
(6)

With, Es is the modulus of elasticity of the steel rebars (normally around 200 GPa), Ec is the
modulus of elasticity of the concrete (normally around 25 GPa), D is the diameter if the rebars,
and num is the number of rebars. Lastly,

y1 =NA+ (h−NA)/2 (7)

NA can be solved by substituting Equation 5, 6, 7 and y2 into Equation 4.

The rebars experience tension and the concrete compression with each load cycle. The crack
will stay at this depth until one of the rebars fractures due to fatigue. Then, the concrete crack
will grow to a new neutral axis because of the decrease in steel area (A2).

Again, the rebars will fatigue, but this time at a higher stress. When the next rebar fractures,
the crack will grow to a new neutral axis. The rebars will then, again, fatigue at an even higher
stress until a rebar fractures. After failure of the third rebar, the entire beam will fail because
the stress will be above the ultimate tensile strength of the rebars.

This is the case for a beam with four rebars, however, the number of times the concrete crack
grows to a new neutral axis depends on the number of rebars.

To create a P-F curve from this crack growth graph, the crack depth on the y-axis would just
be normalised to a percentage by taking condition = 1− NA

h
.
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The point of potential failure (“P”) is reached when the first rebar fractures. Failure (“F” point)
is reached when the crack grows through the beam. The P-F interval is, thus, defined as from
1st rebar failure to total beam failure. Maintenance decisions (such as interval of inspection
and when to replace) are made within this interval.

The methodology that was followed to create these graphs with a computer model is outlined
in the program flowchart in Figure 7 and is discussed in detail in Sections 3.1 - 3.5.
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Start/End Input Process Decision

Design RC beam

Calculate crack depths
(for i = 1 to num)

{𝑐𝑑}

Generate random 
number between 0 and 1 

(for i = 1 to num)

{𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏}

Calculate stresses
(for i = 1 to num) {𝜎}

CDF 

[𝑁]

𝐴𝑠

Calculate 
cycles to 

failure
(Miner’s law)

Generate confidence-
interval

P-F curve

𝑛𝑖

𝑛𝑖 = 1

Determine rebars diameter

Start

End

P, L, b, h, y2, 𝜎𝑦𝑐 , 𝜎𝑦𝑠, 𝐸𝑠, 𝐸𝑐

Number of rebars (num)𝐷

Certainty

Sort {𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏} from 
small to large

𝜎𝑖 > 𝜎𝑢𝑡?

Yes

No {𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑}
for i = 1 
to num

1<i<num

{𝑛}

AB

C

E

H

G

J

I

Number of iterations in 
Monte Carlo simulation

for j = 1 
to mc

𝑚𝑐

D

num<i

1<j<mc

mc<j
[𝑛]

Determine 
confidence-interval

cycles to failure

Determine 
condition

𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓

𝑘

F

Figure 7: Program flowchart to create a P-F curve for a cyclical loaded reinforced concrete
beam.
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3.1 Design RC beam (A)

The design of a RC beam is done using the Limit State Design method. The required rein-
forcement area of the beam is calculated by using Equation 8, as given by Mosley & Bungey
(1990) for a singly reinforced beam.

As =
Mmax

0.87σysz
(8)

Where σys is the yield strength of the rebars, Mmax is the maximum bending moment caused
by the applied force, and z is the lever arm between the resultant forces in the steel and the
concrete, calculated using:

z = (h− y2)(0.5 +

√
0.25− K

0.9
) (9)

With,

K =
Mmax

b(h− y2)2σyc
(10)

Where σyc is the characteristic material strength of the concrete (normally between 20 and 40 MPa).

The required rebar diameter (D) is determined by using the defined number of rebars (num)
as follows:

D =

√
4As

π × num
(11)

Alternatively, if D is fixed, the required number of rebars (num) can be determined by using
D and rounding it up to the largest integer as follows:

num = roundup(
As

πD2/4
) (12)

Throughout this paper, the rebar diameter (D) can vary.

Now that the geometry of the beam is defined, the crack depths {cd} for the beam with num
to 1 rebars can be calculated.

3.2 Calculate crack depths (B)

The concrete crack is to the depth of the NA. The NA is calculated using Equation 4. The
crack depth is calculated for each case of the beam having num to 1 rebars. All calculated crack
depths are stored in a vector {cd}. {cd} is used next to calculate the stresses in the rebars.
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3.3 Calculate stresses (C)

The stress (σs) in the rebars is calculated using the transformed-section method as explained
by Hibbeler (2008) p. 340.

The stress is calculated using,

σ′s =
Mmax(cdi − y2)

Itot
(13)

and then re-adjusted using,

σs =
Es

Ec

σ′s (14)

cdi is also used when calculating the second moment of area (Itot). The stress is calculated for
each case of the beam having num to 1 rebars and stored in a vector {σ}.

3.4 Monte Carlo simulation (D)

A number of the variables used to generate the P-F curve are stochastic in nature, most
importantly the rebar S-N curve properties. A Monte Carlo simulation allows one to calculate
the variability of the outcome of a model that is subject to statistical uncertainty and variability
of its inputs. In the present case, such a simulation entails repeating the process of generating
the cycles to failure {n}, where the stochastic input variables are randomly selected for each
iteration, based on their respective probability distributions. The combination of all iterations
gives a distribution of cycles to failure [n].

The Monte Carlo simulation repeats step E to H in Figure 7 many times. From this set of
cycles to failure [n], it is then possible to again define a single cycles to failure {n}conf but at
a chosen confidence level k. The confidence level k may also be interpreted as the probability
that the beam would have a longer life than what is indicated by this cycles to failure {n}conf ,
in other words, the risk of the result being non-conservative, or the certainty that the result is
conservative.

The simulation becomes more accurate as more iterations are run (or the largermc is). However,
more iterations mean more computation time. In some circumstances, probabilities of failure
of one in tens of thousands or even millions would be of interest, especially if the consequence
of failure implies a cost which is orders of magnitude larger than the repair cost. In such cases,
accurate computation of the failure probability would require a very high number of Monte
Carlo simulations and therefore application of advanced Monte Carlo techniques (Pedroni et al.
(2017)). In the present study, such accuracy is not required. But the method could easily be
extended to employ these advanced techniques.

The steps within the Monte Carlo simulation are explained next. The output of the simulation
is a set of cycles to failure [n].

3.4.1 Assign probability of failure (E)

A vector with random probabilities between 0 and 1 of length num is created {prob}. {prob}
is then sorted from small to large. prob1 is the probability of the first rebar to fracture.
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3.4.2 Calculate cycles to failure (F)

A vector with the cycles to failure {n} of each rebar is then calculated. The sum of {n} is the
number of cycles to failure for the entire beam. {n} is calculated by following steps G and H.

CDF (G) The experimental results of Tilly (1979) are used to get a failure distribution of
a rebar at the corresponding stress σi. Figure 8 shows the authors’ replication of Tilly’s S-N
curve.

Figure 8: The Authors’ replication of Tilly’s S-N Curve for RC beams.

A cumulative distribution function (CDF) for each stress σi is calculated. The CDF is used
to assign the cycles to failure for the randomly generated probabilities. For example, if a
probability of 0.3 was generated, the cycles to failure at 257 MPa would be 1 000 000 cycles as
shown in Figure 9. However, if the stress is higher than the ultimate tensile strength the cycles
are taken as 1.

Figure 9: The PDF and CDF created from Tilly’s S-N curve at a single stress of 257 MPa.

A matrix [N ] is therefore created for each stress in {σ} at all probabilities in {prob}. Nij is the
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number of cycles to failure of the jth rebar at the ith stress. For example, N12 is the number of
cycles to failure of the 2nd rebar (prob2) at the 1st stress (σ1).

Calculate cycles to failure (H) The Palmgren-Miner law of damage accumulation (Palmgren
(1924) & Miner (1945)) is used to calculate the number of cycles to failure of each rebar (ni).

The stress cycles experienced by the 1st (n1), 2nd (n2) and 3rd (n3) rebar in a beam with 4
rebars to fail are shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Stress-cycles diagrams for rebar 1,2 and 3

The top plot shows the life of the 1st rebar to failure. This rebar experiences only one stress
range up until its failure. The 2nd rebar, however, experiences the same number of cycles at
the same stress range as the 1st rebar, and after the 1st rebars fails, experiences a higher stress
range up until its failure as shown in the middle plot. The 3rd rebar experiences the same
number of cycles at the same 2 stress ranges as the 2nd rebar, and after the 2nd rebar fails,
experiences an even higher stress range up until its failure as shown in the bottom plot. This
process repeats, depending on the number of rebars.

Each rebar accumulates a certain amount of damage during the cycles that led to the preceding
rebar failures. The number of cycles to failure of each respective rebar, while considering the
effect of this accumulated damage, can be calculated with the help of the Palmgren-Miner law.

Equations 15, 16, 17 and 18 represent the Palmgren-Miner law for failure of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd
and 4th rebar, respectively.

n1

N11

= 1 (15)

n1

N12

+
n2 − n1

N22

= 1 (16)

n1

N13

+
n2 − n1

N23

+
n3 − n2

N33

= 1 (17)
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n1

N14

+
n2 − n1

N24

+
n3 − n2

N34

+
n4 − n3

N44

= 1 (18)

Where, ni is the number of cycles to failure of the ith rebar i.e. n1 is the number of cycles to
failure of the 1st rebar.

Rearranging each equation to give the cycles to failure of each rebar:

n1 = N11 (19)

n2 = n1 +N22

(
1− n1

N12

)
(20)

n3 = n2 +N33

(
1− n1

N13

− n2 − n1

N23

)
(21)

n4 = n3 +N44

(
1− n1

N14

− n2 − n1

N24

− n3 − n2

N34

)
(22)

A generalised expression is given by:

ni = ni−1 +Nii

(
1− n1

N1i

−
( i−1∑

j=1

nj+1 − nj

Nji

))
(23)

With:
n1 = N11 (24)

ni Number of cycles to failure of the ith rebar. Starting i from 2.
Nij Number of cycles to failure of the jth rebar at the ith stress.

3.5 Determine confidence-interval cycles to failure (I)

The part of the P-F curve that we are interested in is the P-F interval (between failure of the
first rebar (n1) and total failure of the beam (nnum)). The output of the Monte Carlo simulation
is a set of cycles to failure:

[N ] =
[
{n}1, {n}2, {n}3, ..., {n}j

]
(25)

A probability distribution can now be created for the remaining life of the second rebar after
the first rebar has failed (n2 − n1), third rebar after the second rebar has failed (n3 − n2), etc.
Each one of these probability distributions has a corresponding CDF curve.

Figure 11 shows n2 − n1 for 500 randomly generated beams: a Weibull distribution was fitted
over these results which yielded a Weibull shape parameter of k = 1, therefore the Weibull
takes the shape of an exponential distribution, and scale parameter of λ = 136229. The CDF
of this Weibull density function is shown in Figure 12.

Now, a single cycles to failure vector {n}conf is made from the results by using the chosen
certainty/confidence of avoiding failure. {n}conf is the x-axis of the PF-curve. If the beam
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Figure 11: Weibull probability density function (line) and number of failures (bars) of n2 − n1

Figure 12: Cumulative distribution function of n2 − n1

in question is a critical beam, a high certainty of for example 90% would be desired to avoid
failure so the chosen certainty that will be used in the CFD could be 100−90

100
= 0.1.
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3.6 Determine condition (J)

The earlier determined {cd} is used to calculate another vector {cond} that is the y-axis of the
P-F curve (condition):

condi =
cdi
h

(26)

Combining {cond} (y-axis) and {n}conf (x-axis), a P-F curve is created.

4 Using the model

Consider a plant that has a RC beam that is subjected to fatigue that has parameters as shown
in Table 2. During a structural inspection, flexural concrete cracks were found in the beam that
are cracked to the depth of the neutral axis. It will now be demonstrated how the proposed
model can be used in this case to help make a decision.

Parameter Value

Length (L) 1 m
Height (h) 0.19 m
Breadth (b) 0.08 m
Concrete strength (σyc) 40 MPa
Steel strength (σys) 400 MPa
Number of rebars (num) 4
Rebar diameter (D) 0.008 m
Load (P ) 1 t
Load span (s) 0.2 m
Frequency of load (f ) 17 minutes/cycle (98×10−3 Hz)

Table 2: Plant RC beam parameters

The financial consequence of failure and the cost of mitigation are as shown in Table 3. The
consequence of failure consists of repair of any machines that are contained inside the structure,
the standing time cost, and the cost to repair the beam. The mitigation only includes cost of
beam repair.

The mitigation costs is R20 million
R200 million

= 10% of the consequence cost.

A risk-based approach can be followed to calculate the confidence level that should be used
during the Monte Carlo part of the model. Risk is defined as probability × consequence. The
risk of failure at 10% probability (or 90% confidence level) is therefore:

0.1× 200 million = R20 million (27)

This is the cost of mitigation.

If the confidence level is chosen lower than 90%, the expected cost of failure will be higher than
the mitigation cost, and vice versa if the confidence level is chosen higher than 90%. Therefore,
90% is the optimal confidence level to use in the Monte Carlo simulation.

Since the rebar area and number of rebars are known, the design part of the model can be
skipped. Figure 13 shows the result of applying the proposed model to this beam with the
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Consequence

Repair machines R60 million
Standing time (days) 4 days
Standing time (shifts) 8 Shifts
Standing cost per shift R15 million
Standing cost R120 million
Repair beam R20 million
Consequence of failure: R200 million

Mitigation

Repair beam R20 million
Mitigation cost: R20 million

Table 3: Consequence and mitigation cost

above parameters, with 90% confidence of avoiding failure. Tilly’s S-N curve was used to get
the cycles to failure for the baseline beam. n1 was set to an arbitrary value of 20 000, the
reason being that the interval of interest is after the first rebar failure. How long it takes to
get to this point is not of interest.

Figure 13: Baseline crack growth curve that is used for comparison in the numerical results

The figure shows that with 90% confidence level, we can expect the second rebar to survive at
least 14 000 cycles after the 1st one failed. With a frequency of 17 min/cycle, the number of
days between first and second rebar failure is calculated as,

n2 − n1 = 14 000 cycles (28)

= 14 000× 17
1440

days (29)

= 165 days (30)

And, when the first rebar fails, the crack will grow with 8 mm.

Knowing that we are at some point before any rebar has failed, the beam can be inspected
every day until the cracks grow 8 mm. When this happens, the beam should be repaired before
the elapse of 165 days to balance the risk.
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5 Numerical Experiments

In this section, the effects of changing numerous variables in the model were investigated. Each
variable was changed, while keeping everything else the same, and every result is plotted next
to or together with a baseline curve to make comparison possible. In most cases, the variables
were changed to a relatively extreme value, to see a significant difference. The impact that
every result will have on the above mentioned case will also be discussed. Figure 13 is the
baseline crack growth curve to which all results will be compared.

Firstly, the effects of changing the certainty are presented. Then, the effects of changing design
variables (i.e. the beam height, breadth, steel and concrete strength), using a different S-
N curve and changing the number of rebars are shown. n1 of each result was also set to an
arbitrary value of 20 000 as with the baseline curve for the same reason.

5.1 Effect of different certainties

A higher certainty is more conservative, so the model would predict that the failure would
happen sooner to avoid failure. A more conservative certainty would be chosen for a beam with
a higher consequence of failure to reduce the risk. For example in the case of the beam in the
above example, if the consequence cost was R300 million and the mitigation cost was the same,
the chosen certainty should be 1− R20 million

R300 million
= 93.3%.

As one would expect, a higher chosen certainty gives lower cycles to failure as shown in Fig-
ure 14. Chosen certainties of 90% and 93.3% give ±14 000 and ±8 300 cycles, respectively.
8 300 cycles is 98 days for the given loading frequency. This is still sufficient time to plan
and schedule a repair of the beam. The beam can confidently be used until then, providing
extended life.
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Figure 14: Comparison of different certainties
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5.2 Effect of changing design variables

In this section, 4 different design variables were respectively changed; beam height (h), beam
breadth (b), concrete strength (σyc) and steel strength (σys).

5.2.1 Beam height (h)

If the resultant crack growth curve of a very tall beam is compared to the baseline, it can be
seen that the life of the taller beam (n2− n1 = 5800 cycles = 68 days) is less than the baseline
(see Figure 15). This is because the stresses in the rebars are greater for the taller beam (for
the baseline beam σ0 = 240 MPa and σ0 = 260 MPa for the tall beam), thus, the S-N curve
would give fewer cycles to failure.

The change in crack depth per rebar failure is, however, slightly more for the taller beam
(10 mm as compared to 8 mm). This is more desirable because a rebar failure would then be
more detectable.

The design gives the rebar diameter of the tall beam to be 3 mm.

Figure 15: Comparison of different beam heights

5.2.2 Beam breadth (b)

If the resultant crack growth curve of a very wide beam is compared to the baseline, it can be
seen that the life of the wider beam (n2− n1 = 6250 cycles = 74 days) is less than the baseline
(see Figure 16). This is because the stresses in the rebars are greater for the wider beam (for
the baseline beam σ0 = 240MPa and σ0 = 264MPa for the wide beam), thus, the S-N curve
would give fewer cycles to failure.

The change in crack depth per rebar failure is, however, significantly less for the wide beam
(2.5 mm as compared to 8 mm). This is not desirable because a rebar failure would be difficult
to detect.

The design gives the rebar diameter of the wide beam to be 8 mm.
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Figure 16: Comparison of different beam widths

5.2.3 Steel strength (σys)

If the resultant crack growth curve of a beam with a lower steel strength is compared to the
baseline, it can be seen that the life is more for the lower steel strength (see Figure 17). This is
counter-intuitive because one would expect the life of the beam to be higher for higher strength
steel.

In reality, the strength of the steel is a design input and deterministic in the S-N curve. In this
case, the strength of the steel was only changed as a design input and the S-N curve was kept
the same.

The lower steel strength ends up giving a higher life because lower steel strength will require a
larger steel area (As) to ensure that the stress will be lower in the steel. Higher As will cause a
bigger D. Lower stress in the steel will give higher number of cycles from the S-N curve. The
effect of changing the S-N curve is investigated later in this chapter in a separate section.
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Figure 17: Comparison of different steel strengths

5.2.4 Concrete strength (σyc)

If the resultant crack growth curve of a beam with a lower concrete strength is compared to
the baseline, it can be seen that the life is more for the lower concrete strength (see Figure 18).
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This is because of the same reason as with the lower steel strength i.e. a lower concrete strength
will require a larger steel area (As) to ensure that the stress will be lower in the concrete. Higher
As will cause a bigger D. Lower stress in the steel will give higher number of cycles from the
S-N curve. The effect of changing the S-N curve is investigated later in this chapter.
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Figure 18: Comparison of different concrete strengths

5.3 Effect of different S-N curves

In this section, the S-N curve is changed in 2 ways. Firstly, the shape is changed to be narrow
and then wide by changing the standard deviation (st. dev or SD), and secondly, the position
of the mean is moved up.

5.3.1 S-N shape

The equation for the mean line of Tilly’s S-N curve is:

logN = log 27.7− 8.858 log σ (31)

And the equation for the top 95.45 percentile line is:

logN = log 27.7− 8.858 log σ + 2× SD (32)

In the case of Tilly’s S-N curve, SD = 0.0472. To achieve a narrow shape as shown in Figure 19a,
SD is changed to 0.01, and to get a wide shape as shown in Figure 19b, SD is changed to 0.1.

Figure 20 shows the results of changing the shape of the S-N curve. The life of the beam is
greater for a S-N curve with a narrow shape. This is because the shape of the S-N curve,
ultimately, determines the shape of the distribution of nk+1 − nk. Then, when the certainty is
chosen (in this case 10%), the cycles will be greater because the certainty will be closer to the
mean.

The life of the beam is less for a S-N curve with a wide shape. Following a similar reasoning as
with the narrow shape: the S-N curve, ultimately, determines the shape of the distribution of
nk+1 − nk. Then, when the certainty is chosen, the cycles will be lower because the certainty
will be further away from the mean.
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(a) S-N curve with a narrow shape (SD = 0.01) (b) S-N curve with a wide shape (SD = 0.1)

Figure 19: S-N curve with different shapes
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Figure 20: Comparison of different S-N curve shapes

5.3.2 S-N position & slope

The effect of changing the position & slope of the S-N curve was investigated. The S-N curve
was adjusted as shown in Figure 21b. The original S-N curve is also shown on the left to make
the comparison easier.

The equation for the mean line was changed to the equation given by BS 7608 (2014):

logN = log 14.0342− 3.5 log σ (33)

And the equation for the top 95.45 percentile line was changed to:

logN = log 14.0342− 3.5 log σ + 2× SD (34)

The crack growth curves for the different S-N curves are shown in Figure 22 and differ only
slightly. n2−n1 for Tilly’s S-N curve is greater as compared to BS 7608 (2014). This is because
the slope of Tilly’s curve is flatter so at low stresses, the cycles are great, but quickly becomes
few at high stresses. The slope of BS 7608 (2014) is steep so it will give relatively few cycles
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(a) Tilly’s S-N curve (b) BS 7608 (2014) S-N curve

Figure 21: S-N curves with different position

at low stresses, but will not change too quickly when the stresses increase so n3 − n2 is greater
for BS 7608 (2014) as compared to Tilly.

Figure 22: Comparison of different S-N curve shapes

5.4 Effect of number of rebars

In this section, the number of rebars were changed. Firstly, the number of rebars were changed,
but the steel area given by the design (As) was kept constant. Secondly, the number of rebars
were changed by adding an extra rebar i.e. increasing As.

5.4.1 Number of rebars: constant area

The effect of the number of rebars on the life of the beam was investigated, while the rebar area
given by the design (As) were kept constant. 4 scenarios were modelled: 2, 4, 7 and 12 rebars.
The rebar diameter decreases with more rebars. The design gave the rebar diameters to be 12,
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8, 6.5 and 5 mm for 2, 4, 7 and 12 rebars, respectively. Figure 23 shows the section views of
these 4 beams.

Figure 23: Section views of the beams with 2, 4, 7 and 12 rebars

Figure 24 shows the resultant crack growth curves of beams with 2, 4, 7 and 12 rebars. The
total life of the beam is increased, if more rebars are present. This is because if one rebar fails
for a beam with many rebars, the steel area only decreases by a bit, causing the neutral axis to
only move up a bit. The stress increase per rebar failure is thus small, and small stress means
more cycles.

However, the detectability per rebar failure, decreases with more/smaller rebars. More rebars
give longer beam life, but failure of a single rebar will be more undetectable. This is easily
overcome by not trying to detect number of rebar failures, but by looking at crack depth.
n2 − n1 could be undetectable, but n3 − n1 or n4 − n1 could be detectable.
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Figure 24: Crack growth curve of beams with 2, 4, 7 and 12 rebars

5.4.2 Number of rebars: constant diameter

The effect of the number of rebars on the life of the beam was investigated, by adding an
additional rebar. The beam is thus over-designed because the rebar area is forced to be higher
than the design. Figure 25 shows the section view of the baseline beam, with 4× 8 mm rebars,
and the beam with an extra rebar.
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Figure 25: Section views of beams with 4 and 5 rebars

As one would expect, the life of the beam increases with the over-designed beam because the
stresses in the rebars are lower. Figure 26 show the resultant crack growth curves of these 2
beams.

Figure 26: Crack growth curve of beams with 4 and 5 rebars

5.5 Interpretation of results

This section discusses how certain results from the numerical experiments can give guidance to
making design decisions when designing a RC beam that will be subjected to fatigue.

The model predicts that wider beams will have shorter life spans and a less detectable crack
growth. This is not desirable in any way, so the conclusion that can be drawn is that wide
beams should be avoided during design for fatigue. On the other hand, the model predicts that
taller beams will have a more detectable crack growth, but shorter life span. So during the
design, the beams should be designed to be just tall enough so the crack would be detectable
with whichever method is used.

The model shows that the number of rebars with constant area have benefit for fatigue life
of the beam and has implications on detectability of the crack growth i.e. more rebars means
smoother external crack growth. This could be used in a similar way as the leak-before-break
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design strategy.

In structures containing a fluid such as pipes or pressure vessels, fracture mechanics principles
can be used during the design to ensure a flaw will develop through the wall that will leak
before catastrophic rupture occurs (Bourga et al., 2015). In case of leak-before-break, decisions
are made during the design phase for the benefit of ensuring detectability during in service
maintenance.

6 Conclusion

In this study, a model to create a P-F curve based on flexural concrete crack depths is developed
for beams that are subjected to high-cycle cyclical loading. The model is developed using rebar
fatigue test results from Tilly 1979 and the Palmgren-Miner law of damage accumulation.
The model includes randomly sampling from a distribution. A Monte Carlo simulation with
statistical distributions is employed to provide confidence levels of RUL outputs.

By means of an example, it is shown how repair decisions for a RC beam found in a plant that
has flexural cracks can be made based on this predicted RUL. For the example given, the model
predicts with 90% confidence that the second rebar will survive 165 days after the first rebar
fractures. This section proves that the model can be used in practise and provides concrete
actions for management of a plant to take.

A sensitivity study is then performed to show the effect that different chosen certainties, design
variables, S-N curve, and number of rebars would have on the output of the model. Some of
the findings are listed below:

� A tall beam would have a lower fatigue life, but would have a more detectable change in
condition

� A wide beam is undesirable, because it would have a lower fatigue life and a less detectable
change in condition

� Lower steel strength gave the counter intuitive result of higher fatigue life. This was
found to be because the steel strength is only changed as a design input and not in the
S-N curve.

� The S-N curve that is used is shown to affect the output greatly, so it is important to use
the correct S-N curve or, at least, a conservative one.

� More rebars (but with the same steel area) were found to be more desirable because it
increases the fatigue life and gives more and smaller incidence of crack growth.

In this study, the model was conceptualised and tested analytically and stochastically. However,
physical tests and/or accurate finite element analysis would be necessary to establish further
confidence in the model, for instance in how the crack grows over the section of the beam when
a rebar fails.
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